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Mr. WijLLiAM Garrard having shewn me a curious property

of the tangents of the three angles of a plane triangle, or in

other words, of the tangents of three arches trisecting a semi-

circle, in a paper which I have communicated to this Society,

I was led to consider whether a similar property might not

belong to the tangents of three arches trisecting the whole

circumference ; and, on examination, found it be so.

Let the circumference of a circle be divided any h<^w into

three arches A, B, C ; that is, let A + B + C be equal to the

whole circumference. I say, the square of the radius mul-

tiplied into the sum of the tangents of the three arches A, B, C,

is equal to the product of the tangents multiplied together. I

shall demonstrate this by symbolical calculation, now com-

monly called (especially by foreign mathematicians) analytic

calculation.

It may be proper to premise, that the signification of the

symbolical expressions of the tangents of an arc, whether with

respect to geometry or numbers, are to be understood ac-

cording to their position as lying on one side, or the other

side of the radius, passing through the point of commence-

ment of the arc of the circle ; those tangents which belong to
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the first or third quadrant of the circle being considered as

positive, and those belonging to the second and fourth qua-

drant, being of a contrary direction, as negative ; in like

manner is Ihe sines in the first semi-circle are considered as

positive, and in the second semi-circle as negative | and the

cosines in the first and fourth quadrant are considered as

positive, and in the second and third quadrants as negative

;

they lying, in the second case, on the contrary side of the

diameter passing through the point of ninety degrees, to v^hat

they do in the former. Hence it easily follows, that the tan-

gent of any arch and of its supplement to the whole circuni-

ference, or 360 degrees, are equal and contrary to one another,

or the one negative of the other.

Let t,u,w,he put for the tangents of the three arches il,

B, C respectively, and r for the radius, and for the whole

circumference. Then A:^^ C == , and C= — A-j-^

f*X t-\-u
By Mgdnprnetry, if^A-|i B:==:: :-j.^;^

'

.,and the tang. 0= tang

( o — A -j- B f == ~ tang. A «-|- B, by what has been said above.

Therefore^, A -}-^,B 4^^^^^^ ^ + e^ + t^ = t^u^CpI±l
r^-^iu

r* X t -f u
tu X —'^

'

f'^tu ' t)Ut^ andj^ are the expressions for the tan-

T'^Xt-hU
gents of A and B respectively, and -— --^_^' is the expression

for the tangent of G, or for w. Therefore, r^ xi+ ^ + ^? or

ihetsquare of the radius multiplied i^ sum of the three

ta^gapts gtA, B, and C = tuw, or the product ofthe tangents.

Q. E, D.
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